
Feature Problem

Customer and Rental yard can communicate quickly over the 

phone to identify the failure, possibly eliminating downtime 

and the need for the rental yard to 'roll a truck'  to the job. In 

NYC for example, a round trip could take hours just to replace 

a power cord that was too small. 

CAMPO Indirect Fired Heater -- Features That Are Valuable To You and Your Customer

QUIET

Competitive Heaters are running axial fans... X's more 

loud and may not be able to be run in residential, urban 

or hospital zones or anywhere when noise pollution is a 

consideration. Campo's Backward Incline Fan is very, very quiet. 

Customers can use Campo heaters in environments where 

noise reduction is a consideration. Also, "quieter" is safer for 

employees working in close proximity of the heater. Hearing 

loss on jobsite is a HUGE concern today. 

HIGH STATIC 

PRESSURE

Typical heaters very low static pressure (<1") and do not 

have the ability to 'push' the air through  long runs of 

ducting, turned or vertical ducting

Campo's backward inline fan produces (3+"), 

allowing for runs of 150ft, vertical to 1-2 stories

Campo's HIGH static pressure will allow for long duct runs (4-

6x's). Also go vertical. Also will reduce the frequency of the 

high temp limit switch shutting down the heater.  

HIGH CFM
Typical heaters can only heat a room so fast. Customers 

want their workspace at temp ASAP to start work. 

Campo's backward incline fan produces incredibly 

high CFM compared to the competition

It is the same principle as when you are in your car. When you 

are cold, you turn the fan to HIGH so that you can get warmer 

FASTER!... Saving fuel!

Typical heaters require high amps and frequently trip 

breakers. Customer must dedicate a whole circuit to the 

heater. 

Campo impliments backward incline fan, which 

draws (up to 1/2 as much) less amperage, reduces 

breaker trips and allows customer to run additional 

equipment on same circuit

Reduces breaker trips allows customer to run additonal 

equipment on same circuit. Reduces service calls and unhappy 

customers. 

Campo Solution Benefits

LOW AMP DRAW

ON-BOARD 

DIAGNOSTICS

Heaters fail or stop running for a myriad of reasons. Most 

often, a service tech needs to roll to the jobsite to 

inspect. This costs the jobsite time, money and fustration. 

Also, costs the rental company time, money, frustration 

AND potentially, lose the customer

RECIRCULATION
The cost of fuel that it takes to heat projects can be 

astronomical

If the job allows, Campo heaters can recirculate the 

already heated air from INSIDE the  workspace! 

Instead of heating outside COLD air, we heat warm 

air.

Customer should realize a 30-50 % savings in fuel costs 

because heater is not runnnig 'full time'. 

LONG DUCT 

RUNS

Typical heaters can only duct 25 to 50 feet… restricting 

the users ability to put heat where it is needed on the 

jobsite

Campo's HIGH static pressure allows for 150 ft (on 

some models up to 400 ft) of ducting which allows 

for custom placement of heat into the jobsite

Customers can place heaters more Strategically and efficiently,  

possibly reducing the number of heaters needed, resulting in 

fuel savings and rental savings. 

Onboard diagnostics, including a pressure guage, 

digital volt meter, fan override often times allow for 

identification of problem and solution "over the 

phone".    SPIN-ON filters instead of cartridge type 

also aid in heater 'up-time'. 


